Introduction
Vitreous P 2 O 5 and phosphate glasses rich in P 2 O 5 content are sensitive to humidity [1] . Water molecules attacking the glass structure act as network modifiers by rupturing the P−O−P bridges. This behaviour has been demonstrated by infrared (IR) spectroscopy [2] and by 31 P magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance (MAS NMR) spectroscopy [3] . The hydrogen atoms form single covalent bonds with the terminal oxygens (O T ) and, additionally, are expected to approach another O T of a second PO 4 tetrahedron to realize hydrogen bond forming O−H···O bridges. The verification of this behaviour by diffraction methods is difficult. Hydrogen atoms are weak scatterer for photons in x-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments. Nevertheless, the H + positions in structures of related ultraand polyphosphate crystals have been determined by XRD [4 -7] . Neutron scattering (ND) is a better tool for structural analysis of systems containing hydrogen. But scattering of the neutrons by the light protons (H + ) causes strong repulsion effects. The required inelasticity corrections are very difficult [8] . Furthermore, the interesting coherent scattering part 0932-0784 / 04 / 1200-0879 $ 06.00 c 2004 Verlag der Zeitschrift für Naturforschung, Tübingen · http://znaturforsch.com of hydrogen is only 2% of its total scattering crosssection [9] . Thus, a serious background of unknown behaviour affects the measured differential scattering cross-sections which bears uncertainties especially to the analysis of scattering data of disordered systems. The problems are clearly reduced with a substitution of hydrogen by deuterium, which causes a smaller fraction of incoherent scattering [9] with smaller repulsion effects. On the other hand, the comparison of the coherent scattering length of H (−3.74 fm) with that of D (6.67 fm) [9] suggests to perform contrast variation experiments. The critical point is still the inelasticity correction whose uncertainty, however, can be reduced applying special experimental conditions such as the use of only small scattering angles. This is possible using epithermal neutrons up to energies of E ∼ = 4 eV. The SANDALS instrument at the neutron spallation source ISIS (Chilton/UK) is optimized for such experiments [10] . In this work we want to apply this instrument, using H/D-substitution to study water incorporation into glassy phosphate networks. The 31 P MAS NMR results of sodium ultraphosphate glasses prepared in standard procedure with open crucibles have shown that only H 2 O-Na 2 O-P 2 O 5 glasses close to the metaphosphate composition with dominance of twofold-connected PO 4 middle groups are obtained [3] . The mole content of water in the resulting glasses can even exceed the Na 2 O modifier content. The samples for the present study will have a similar composition with equimolar fractions of Na 2 O and H 2 O(D 2 O) in a metaphosphate glass (50 mol% P 2 O 5 ). In order to prevent any change of the water content during melting the materials have to be prepared in sealed ampoules. Originally, this preparation method was developed to obtain anhydrous glasses with high P 2 O 5 contents [2] . Two samples with equal content of water are prepared which differ using either H 2 O or D 2 O. A difference structure factor ∆S(Q) obtained from the resulting total structure factors, S H (Q) and S D (Q), will only show information of the H−O, H−P, H−Na and H−H pair correlations. Similar experiments have been made on sodium silicate glasses containing up to 25 mol% H 2 O [11] . Clear H−O peaks were detected at 0.10 nm [11] . Other pair distances in the difference correlation function ∆T (r) obtained from ∆S(Q) follow for r > 0.25 nm with a peak at 0.3 nm [11] . They belong to H−Si, H−Na and also to longer H−O separations. Beside OH-groups, also considerable fractions of H 2 O in molecular form were detected by IR spectroscopy [11] . H 2 O molecules should not exist in the phosphate glasses studied [3] .
Experimental

Sample Preparation
Anhydrous NaPO 3 and P 4 O 10 were mixed in appropriate quantities with H 2 O(D 2 O) and loaded in silica ampoules before evacuating and sealing them. The duration of melting at 1000 • C was 30 min with subsequent annealing at 300
• C. For both glasses second ampoules were prepared and broken for the determination of compositions and mass densities. The Na and P contents were measured photometrically. H 2 O and D 2 O contents were obtained from the difference to the total mass. All differences between the analysed and nominal compositions were less than 1 mole%. Mass densities of 2.45 and 2.43 g/cm 3 were found for the hydrogenated and deuterated samples, respectively. Hence, it is justified to use the nominal compositions and a mass density of 2.44 g/cm 3 for the subsequent structural analysis. A number density of atoms of 80.5 nm −1 corresponds to the mass density.
Neutron diffraction experiments
The sample material was crushed to a coarsegrained powder and loaded into slab-shaped cans of 35 × 38 mm 2 area, greater than the beam size with a diameter of 32 mm, whereby a glove box was used for the preparations. The cans had an internal width of 2 mm. Their window material was Ti/Zr alloy of zero coherent scattering. A vanadium slab of 3.5 mm thickness was used to obtain the energy spectrum of the neutron source. The sample runs had a duration of 12 h. The detector groups of SANDALS cover scattering angles 2θ from 3.8
• to 39 • . So it is possible to reach magnitudes of the scattering vector up to Q ≥ 300 nm −1 . The corrections for absorption, multiple scattering and background were performed for the data of each of the 18 detector groups separately, using the ATLAS program suite [12] . The data were normalized to the vanadium standard. The self-scattering terms (dσ /dΩ ) self , which decrease smoothly with increasing Q, were fitted with Chebyshev polynomials by the routine SUB-SELF. The maximum degree of polynomial and a minimum radius of physically possible pair distances are parameters of the fit. The radii used were 0.05 and 0.02 nm for the hydrogenated (HNaP) and deuterated (DNaP) samples. Finally, the distinct scattering terms (dσ /dΩ ) dis were obtained from the normalized differential scattering cross-sections with
and have been merged subsequently. The total structure factors are calculated with
where b is the sample average of the coherent scattering lengths. In order to examine the quality of the S(Q) data a short run with the deuterated sample was made on the LAD instrument and a short run with the NaPO 3 glass just before measured on LAD was made on SANDALS. The LAD results of the two anhydrous sodium phosphate glasses with 37.9 and 50 mole% Na 2 O are reported in [13] , where also the corresponding experimental conditions are described.
Results
The experimental structure factors, S H (Q) and S D (Q), of the HNaP and DNaP samples are compared in Fig. 1 together with the S(Q) factors of two anhydrous sodium phosphate glasses. Data obtained at SANDALS are given with dotted lines and data obtained at LAD are given with solid lines. The SANDALS and LAD S(Q) data of the 50 mole% Na 2 O sample are nearly identical. The corresponding data of the DNaP sample differ in the height of the first diffraction peak. Note, the Q-ranges of the first detector groups are small, and an independent calibration according to (dσ /dΩ ) self is difficult. Mostly, fits are made to the data of detector groups with greater scattering angles which bears another uncertainty. Useful SANDALS data exist up to Q max of ∼ 300 nm −1 , while LAD data are useful up to ∼ 550 nm −1 [13] . The correlation functions, T (r), of the HNaP and DNaP samples and of the anhydrous phosphate glasses are obtained by Fourier transformation (FT) using Q max of 300 or 500 nm −1 with (3) where ρ 0 is the number density of atoms. At first it is examined to which extent the first neighbour-peaks in the T (r) functions of the DNaP and HNaP samples are formed of contributions from the PO 4 tetrahedra and from the oxygen environments of the Na + ions. Parameters of the P−O, Na−O and O−O peaks are taken from the fits of the corresponding peaks in the T (r) data of the NaPO 3 glass (50 mole% Na 2 O) [13, 14] . The corresponding model first-neighbour peaks are compared with the experimental T (r) of the DNaP and HNaP samples (cf. Fig. 4 ). Gaussian functions with the three parameters mean distance, coordination number and full width at half maximum (fwhm) are used to model the pair peaks. The Gaussian functions are convoluted with peak functions for taking into account the termination effects caused by Q max in FT (3) and are weighted according to the actual glass compositions. The FT termination causes an additional broadening of pair peaks and spurious satellite ripples, the effects of which are simulated by the method described in [15] . The peaks compared in Fig. 4 are almost at the expected positions, but the peak heights do not agree in all cases. The differences should be due to distances with H or D atoms longer than the length of the covalent D−O bonds which are visible as that peak at ∼ 0.10 nm.
The next possible approach is the use of the firstorder difference technique based on the H/D-contrast variation, where a difference ∆S(Q) function is calculated with (4) and the corresponding Fourier transform is analysed. The factor 0.659 is the quotient of the average scattering lengths of the HNaP and DNaP samples. The total S(Q) factors are superpositions of ten partial S i j (Q) factors with i,j being the atomic species H(D), Na, P, and O. The weighting factors w i j of the S i j (Q) in the total S(Q) data are the O−H···O hydrogen bridges. Fits of these contributions follow below. They are made to the T (r) data of the HNaP and DNaP samples simultaneously, but not to the ∆g(r) function. The first step of the fits is the search for reasonable starting parameters. A good approach is the use of structural parameters from related crystals, which here are the Na 2 HP 3 O 9 poly- [4] and cyclophosphates [5] having chemical compositions similar to that of the glasses studied. Also the structure of an Na 2 H 2 P 4 O 12 crystal is reported [16] , but H positions are not given and some disorder in the occupation of sites was found. Figure 6 shows a scheme of the hydrogen bridge with the next-nearest P and Na atoms as it exists in the cyclophosphate [5] . The H−O, H−P, H−Na, and O−O lengths given in Fig. 6 , together with parameters of the P−O, Na−O and O−O peaks used above (cf. Fig. 4 ) are taken to calculate the model T (r) functions. The results are compared in Figure 7 . The cyclophosphate structure [5] yields a better fit than the Fig. 6 . Scheme of the hydrogen bridge in the Na 2 HP 3 O 9 tricyclophosphate crystal [5] . Distances are given in pm. polyphosphate. But the H−O length of 0.085 nm, reported for Na 2 HP 3 O 9 [5] , is too short. The peaks at 0.15 nm are well fitted due to the longer H−O distance in the hydrogen bridge whose contribution is positive for the DNaP and negative for the HNaP sample. But the model peak for the HNaP sample at 0.25 nm is too high if compared with the experimental result, while the same peak for DNaP is well fitted.
Subsequently, the fit of both T (r) functions is improved by systematically adjusting some of the parameters, which is required especially for the distances in the range of the O−O peak at 0.25 nm. Least-squares fitting with independent parameters of all possible pair distances in the r-range up to 0.27 nm is not feasible. Subtle changes of the parameters of the pair peaks used before are made. The resulting model T (r) functions are compared in Figure 8 . The final parameters used are given in Table 1 . Parameters of the two P−O distances could not be extracted from the fits but are those taken from [5, 13] . A separate determination of them, using the LAD T (r) data, was not made for the DNaP sample (cf. Fig. 2 ). Due to poor statistics in the Fig. 6 ). The H position in the hydrogen bridge of the glass is little more symmetric. Mean H−P distances of 0.223 and 0.250 nm are found instead of 0.214 and 0.278 nm given for the Na 2 HP 3 O 9 cyclophosphate [5] . Different from the angles of 128 • given for the crystal (Fig. 6 ) H−O−P angles of 123 • and 109 • are estimated for the glass. The comparison with the crystal structure should not be overestimated:
The composition of the glass is different from that of the Na 2 HP 3 O 9 crystal. XRD results of the crystal structure exhibit some uncertainty in the determination of the H positions.
Discussion
Phosphate glasses rich in P 2 O 5 or modified with cations of low electric field strength are highly sensitive to water attack. Details of the structural behaviour of the H 2 O molecules (or H + ions) in the glassy network are still waiting for clarification. The results of our present experiments on H 2 O-Na 2 O-2P 2 O 5 glasses agree with a typical network-modifying role of H 2 O, where the oxygen is used for rupturing a P−O−P bridge changing two threefold-connected PO 4 (Q 3 ) to twofold-connected PO 4 (Q 2 ) units. This behaviour was already suggested for glasses of similar compositions [3] . The H + ions bridge the O T corners of two PO 4 tetrahedra, whereby they form a single covalent bond to one of the corners.
In general, the H/D-substitution in neutron scattering experiments is an excellent tool for studying structural details of the H + environments. The preparation of samples of identical compositions is well solved by melting the glasses in sealed ampoules. The combined analysis of hydrogenated and deuterated samples is made under the assumption of identical structural effects of H and D isotops. But especially for the hydrogenated sample (HNaP) prepared with ordinary water the problematic inelasticity correction together with the huge background of incoherent scattering can cause normalization problems and other errors. The H−O peak at 0.10 nm, expected with a negative amplitude, is not detected for HNaP. The unphysical peak at 0.07 nm could not be suppressed by varying the correction parameters. Note, the internal distances of the PO 4 tetrahedra dominate the scattering information in the S H (Q) and S D (Q) factors, which makes difficult to extract the information of the H + environments. Earlier H/D substitution work on water effects in silicate glasses [11] gives only an analysis of the pair peaks for the deuterated sample. The difference ∆S(Q) function was calculated, where the H−O peak of short covalent bonds was reproduced in the resulting ∆g(r) function [11] . Here we make a further step of analysis: Reasonable information is extracted from the S H (Q) data of the hydrogenated HNaP sample, as well. A deficit is the missing peak of covalent H−O bonds. The combined analysis of the T (r) functions of both samples, DNaP and HNaP, yields parameters confirming the existence of twofold-linked PO 4 units together with H + ions occupying positions in the O−H···O bridges. Small deficiencies exist for distances of ∼ 0.19 nm (cf. Fig. 7 ). Here some positive contributions are missing in both T (r) functions. Such distances can belong either to atom pairs where non of the partners is a H(D) atom, or to H−H pairs.
The number of H−O bonds with lengths of 0.10 nm is not suitable for differentiation between H atoms existing in H 2 O molecules or in OH-groups. Other arguments can be given for the dominance of the OHgroups: Significant fractions of short H−H distances of ∼ 0.155 nm, typical of H 2 O molecules, do not exist. They would give additional positive contributions to the T (r) functions in the range of the P−O peaks for both the DNaP and HNaP samples. Moreover, the existence of a H−P distance of ∼ 0.22 nm (Table 1) indicates that the H atom approaches a PO 4 tetrahedron. The simplest explanation for this distance is the formation of an OH-group with an O T corner of a PO 4 tetrahedron as shown in Figure 6 . Taking into account these H−P distances allows to fit the T (r) function in the distance range from 0.20 to 0.23 nm excellently (cf. Fig. 8 ). Minor fractions of H 2 O molecules cannot be excluded by the diffraction results.
On the other hand, it was mentioned above that H−H distances could fill the small difference between model and experimental T (r) functions at 0.19 nm (Fig. 8) [6] , it has the same n(O T )/n(H) ratio as the glass, is 0.37 nm. Even in the crystal structure of H 3 PO 4 [17] with a ratio n(O T )/n(H) equal to 1.33 the shortest H−H distance is 0.24 nm, where two H atoms share an O T corner with a H··· O T ··· H link via two hydrogen bonds. Since we too do not find suitable distances other than H−H pairs, we attribute the deficiencies at 0.19 nm rather to some systematic error. Figure 2 shows split P−O peaks for two anhydrous sodium phosphate glasses and the DNaP sample. A change of the fractions of the P−O T and P−O B bonds is visible in the P−O peaks of both anhydrous glasses, which is due to a change of composition [13] . In comparison with the NaPO 3 glass (x = 0.5), the DNaP sample shows similar fractions of P−O T and P−O B bonds. Here the numbers of P−O T and P−O B bonds are equal to each other, which is expected for the twofold-connected of PO 4 units existing at metaphosphate composition. This fact confirms the networkmodifying role of H 2 O in ultraphosphate structures, such as was found by 31 P MAS NMR [3] . Another effect becomes obvious in Fig. 2: The decrease of the difference between the lengths of P−O T and P−O B bonds for the DNaP sample, where half of the Na + sites are replaced by H + ions if compared with NaPO 3 , follows the tendency found for other network-modifying ions [13] . The decrease of the difference of lengths is due to an increase of the electric field strength of the modifier ions [18, 19] . The same behaviour is found for the bond lengths of related crystal structures, e.g., for the tricyclophosphates [5, 20] . The mean lengths of the P−O T and P−O B bonds in Na 3 P 3 O 9 [20] are 0.1484 and 0.1614 nm, while 0.1488 and 0.1610 nm are given for Na 2 HP 3 O 9 [5] . The mean lengths of the P−O T bonds of the latter crystal are 0.1507 or 0.1478 nm if those with the H + or only the Na + neighbours are considered separately [5] . The fits of the T (r) data of the glasses studied were made under the assumption of two different P−O bonds with starting parameters taken from the Na 2 HP 3 O 9 crystal [5] . The resulting bond lengths (0.1488 and 0.1610 nm) are little varied.
The oxygen environments of the Na + ions with Na−O coordination numbers, N NaO , of five agree with the situation found for the anhydrous glasses [14] . Every O T is shared by two or three Na + neighbours. So an Na + site links up to five different PO 4 tetrahedra forming a spherical oxygen environment which contributes to the stiffness of the structure. Note, metaphosphate glasses possess only PO 4 chains (or some cyclic structures) which might have elastic properties similar to a polymer. But even alkali ions contribute to stiffness and structural stability. For example, an increase of the glass transition temperature T g was found with increasing modifier fractions for Li and Na phosphate glasses [21] . The effect of H + ions is different. Corners of only two PO 4 units are connected by O−H···O bridges. The structure becomes more flexible. We prepared metaphosphate glasses where the full Na + fraction was replaced by H + ions. The corresponding material could not be crushed as a usual oxide glass, but it possesses clear elasticity. However, glass structures containing hydrogen are still densely packed. A hydrogen bridge is comparably short with an O−O distance being equal to the edge length of a PO 4 tetrahedron. Also these lengths were taken into account when calculating the O−O coordination number of 4.33 given in Table 1 . The number density of atoms of the NaPO 3 glass (74 nm −3 ) [14] is less than that of the HNaP glass studied (80.5 nm −3 ), but it is similar if the number of H + ions is neglected (72.5 nm −3 ). The water in the phosphate structures adapted as hydrogen bridges does not cause an opening of the glassy network.
Conclusions
Neutron diffraction with isotopic H/D-substitution was used to show the network-modifying effect of water in glassy ultraphosphate structures. The main effect is a rupture of P−O−P bridges with H + ions forming O−H···O bridges connecting two corners of adjacent PO 4 
